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President’s Message

Time for

A Road Trip
The Scheuermanns in Madison–
Scott, Lise, son Steven and daughter Sara

and a Request.

G reetings,

Time has flown by and spring is well underway. Our young family has been so busy with soccer
and the daily routine that we have yet to get the Airstream out this year. Hopefully in mid May
we will de-winterize the 50-year-old gal and take her out to a Unit rally. If not, we will make it a
priority to camp in one of the many nearby campgrounds. We have so much of our new-to-us
home state left to explore.
You will find many worthwhile submissions in this issue. Please be sure to read Dallas Peak’s
article on the upcoming International Rally. As always, things will be just a little bit different this
year and we do not want to catch anyone by surprise.
Also included is the nominating committee’s recommendation for a person to fill the 3rd
Vice President position. As always, nominations can be made on the floor. Voting will take place
at the International Rally this summer in Gillette, Wyoming on June 29th.
I hope to see many of you in Gillette. Rumor has it that there will be at least two old and
rare trailers in attendance. One being a 1935 Torpedo, the world’s oldest known surviving
Airstream, and a 1948 Curtis Wright Clipper, featured on the cover of the March Blue Beret.
I am looking for some volunteers:
First, the International President, Tom Collier, approached me about the possibility
of including a vintage related article in each issue of the Blue Beret. This is a possibility
only if we have volunteers to submit the article(s). If interested, please contact Bob
Herman, our Blue Beret Editor.
Second, Paul Fancey will be stepping down as the Concours d’Elegance Chair
following the Gillette International. If you are interested in this position please contact
Dallas Peak, our 1st Vice President. Paul, you have done a wonderful job. Thank you!
Third, is anyone planning on arriving in Gillette early? Our tent is due to arrive the
morning of June 22. Someone from our group needs to be present to learn the art of its
care and feeding. If you are available for this, please contact me.
Contact information for the above people is listed elsewhere in this newsletter.
I would like to encourage all of you to hit the road with your vintage Airstream this summer.
Get out and enjoy it, that’s what it was made for…and be sure to keep the shiny side up!

Scott

E-mail: SLScheuermann@iowatelecom.net

vintageairstreamclub.com
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International Rally

Gillette: Schedule of events.
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Election of
officers of the Vintage
Airstream Intraclub for
the 2010-2011 year
will be held at
WBCCI’s International
Rally in Gillette,
Wyoming. We are
currently scheduled
to meet on Tuesday,
June 29, from
8–9:30 a.m., in the
Board Room of the
Energy Center Building
at the Cam-Plex.

Friday, June 25th

Tuesday, June 29th

8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
VAC Parking
(Earlier if your parking date
permits). DON’T get too

8:00-9:30 a.m.
VAC Meeting—
Board Meeting (1 of 2)
Energy Hall, Board Room

settled, as tomorrow morning we
will pull out for the Vintage
Parade, and you will most-likely
not get your same parking spot.

1:00-2:00 p.m.
VAC Seminar—1980s
Trailers, by Forrest McClure
Energy Hall, Buffalo

9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Rally Registration
Frontier Hall

4:00 p.m.-Whenever!
VAC Happy Hour—
Bring your drink and a snack.
VAC Hospitality Tent

4:00 p.m. and later
Bull-Pen Parking
Try to arrive before 4 p.m.

Wednesday, June 30th

6:00 p.m.-Whenever!
VAC Happy Hour—
Bring your drink and a snack.
VAC Hospitality Tent

1:00-4:00 p.m.
Caravan DVD Movies
and Media Display
Equality Hall, Conf B

Saturday, June 26th
8:00 a.m.
Vintage Airstream Parade
Line-up Location T.B.A.

Nominations from
the floor will be
accepted, I hope to
see you there.

6:00 p.m.-Whenever!
VAC Happy Hour—
Bring your drink and a snack.
VAC Hospitality Tent

Scott Scheuermann,
VAC President

Sunday, June 27th

P.S.
Please consider
running for an office
at next year’s meeting!
It is with volunteers,
such as yourselves, that
make this club so great.

1:00-4:00 p.m.
VAC Concours d’Elegance
and Open House
Vintage Parking Area
5:00-7:00 p.m.
VAC Block Party/Potluck—
Bring your drink and a
dish to share.
VAC Hospitality Tent

Monday, June 28th
4:00 p.m.-Whenever!
VAC Happy Hour—
Bring your drink and a snack.
VAC Hospitality Tent
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4:00 p.m.-Whenever!
VAC Happy Hour—
Bring your drink and a snack.
VAC Hospitality Tent

Friday, July 2nd
8:30-9:30 a.m.
VAC Meeting—
Board Meeting (2 of 2)
Energy Hall, Board Room
9:30-11:15 a.m.
VAC Awards Presentation
Energy Hall, Board Room
4:00 p.m.-whenever!
VAC Happy Hour—
Bring your drink and a snack.
VAC Hospitality Tent

Saturday, July 3rd

4:00 p.m.-Whenever!
VAC Happy Hour—
Bring your drink and a snack.
VAC Hospitality Tent

9:00 a.m.-Noon
Caravan DVD Movies
and Media Display
Equality Hall, Conf B

Thursday, July 1st

2:00-3:00 p.m.
VAC Seminar—1970s Trailers
Dallas Peak

8:30-9:30 a.m.
VAC Seminar—
Classic Motorhome
Restoration, by Paul Fancey
Energy Hall, Buffalo

4:00 p.m.-Whenever!
VAC Happy Hour—
Bring your drink and a snack.
VAC Hospitality Tent

9:45-11:45 a.m.
VAC Meeting—
Membership Meeting and
Installation of Officers
Energy Hall, Buffalo

Sunday, July 4th
10:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m.
Flea Market & Craft Sale
Frontier Hall

1:30-2:30 p.m.
VAC Talk—
Let’s Talk WBCCI History
Frontier Hall

6:00 p.m.-Whenever!
VAC Happy Hour—
Bring your drink and a snack.
VAC Hospitality Tent

2:00-4:00 p.m.
Airstream Open House
and Ice Cream Social
In front of Wyoming Center

10:00 p.m.
Fireworks
Morningside Park
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VAC International Official Business

2010 Vintage Airstream Club’s
Nominating Committee Report
An advertisement requesting volunteers for the only
open elected office was placed on AirForums, the
Vintage Airstream List and the new VAC Forum in
late April, 2010. Two candidates expressed an interest
in the to be vacant 3rd VP position. However after
deliberation one person (Patti Reed) withdrew.
The committee recommends that the following list
of candidates be provided to the membership as
detailed by the constitution.
President – Dallas Peak (#8481)
1st Vice President – Jim Cooper (#3056)
2nd Vice President – Chris Hildenbrand (#5812)
3rd Vice President – Tim Kendziorski, (#17330)
Recommendations or lessons learned for the
nominating committee next year are:
1} Form the committee at the second business
meeting at the International Rally.
2} Committee should be Past President and
2 region reps.
3} Advertise for volunteers in the Winter VA.
Background picture:
Bill (JJ) Johnjulio (IBT)
introduces the 2009 VAC Officers,
from left to right:
Dallas Peak–3rd Vice President,
Chris Hilldebrand–3rd Vice President,
and Scott Scheuermann–President.

4} Plan to complete the committee and issue
the report by 15, April.
Respectively submitted,
Herb Spies, Jim Cooper, Dallas Peak
2009/2010 Nominating Committee

Special Event

The VAC would like to welcome you to Wyoming “The Cowboy State.”

Howdy Pardner
O

Our Rendezvous will take place on the grounds of the 53rd annual WBCCI
International Rally. This year’s International Rally is different. We are excited to
be hosted in a state-of-the-art facility offering full RV park amenities. The
WBCCI has designated a section within the “Boxelder RV Park” exclusively for
VAC parking. A hospitality tent erected near our parking area will host our
gatherings and Happy Hours.
Unlike prior years, it's not required to be in the Vintage Parade in order to park in the Vintage area.
Are you an early worker? Or planning to arrive with a Caravan? Or, just want to arrive on the first official
day of parking (June 24th) so you don’t miss anything? No problem! Arrive during designated parking
times (8a.m. to 4 p.m.) and ask to be parked with Vintage.
Our first official event will take place on Friday June 25th at 6pm. We’ll gather in the tent near the VAC
parking area for our first “Happy Hour” and enjoy a opportunity to meet and greet. Rustle up a chair, some
scrumptious chow to share with the group, and your own favorite beverage.

What if you arrive too late
on Friday for parking?
We know every trail has got it’s
bumps. If you arrive Friday
When: 06.25.2010—06.26.2010
after 4 p.m. go ahead and drop
Where: Cam-Plex Multi Events Center, Gillette. WY
your aluminum steed in the
“Bull Pen” (don’t worry there
are no real bulls there). Then as soon as you can rustle up your chair, head on over and join us for Happy
Hour. If you know our crew, then you’ll know Happy Hour lasts longer than 60 minutes.

Vintage Rally Rendezvous and Parade

Saturday June 26th is the Vintage Parade. Everyone loves a parade and we want everyone to be part
of it. This is one of the Vintage Club’s most visible events. It’s truly our chance to shine! We’ll start
forming the line-up at 8 a.m. at a location nearby the Vintage Parking area (yet to be determined so check
back here for updates). The parade will commence at 10 a.m.
We’ll be parked back in the Vintage area upon completion of the parade. Make sure you line up
near those you wish to be close to for the remainder of the rally. We’re sorry for the inconvenience,
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Story and photos by Tim Kendziorski

Happy Hour

Happy
but due to the complexities of the situation,
we can’t guarantee that you’ll wind up in the
same spot in which you left from. So, please plan
accordingly when you pack up for the parade.
Arriving Saturday? Well, you missed a good
time, but no problem! If you’re there before
10 a.m., then join the parade and park. If you
miss the parade, you may still park during official
parking hours. Just ask to be with the Vintage!
What do you have to pay for all this Vintage
pre-rally fun? Not a thing! It’s included in your
Rally fee which you have already, or will pay when
you get there. How’s that?!?
All we ask is that you let us know you’re coming.
So just RSVP to tell us you’ll be there. How do
you do that? Go to vintageairstreamclub.com
and click “Rally Home.” Then click on the
“VAC Rally Calendar” or VAC Int’l Rally Schedule/
Info, from there click the “Vintage Rally
Rendezvous and Parade.” Questions? E-mail me
at 1vp@vintageairstreamclub.com.
We’re looking forward to having a great time
with you at the Rally!
Sincerely,



Dallas Peak, MD
VAC 1st Vice-President

vintageairstreamclub.com

This editions faire is an Electric Blue Moose made
famous at the former Moose’s Cafe in San Francisco. It is a
most refreshing way to start the morning or a delicious treat
with brunch, and perfect for the summertime, early-evening
Happy Hour!
Begin by frosting the rim of a champagne flute with fine,
granulated baker’s sugar (not the powdered stuff) and tap off
excess. Use a wedge of fresh orange to damped the very top
of the flute, about a 1/16th of an inch. Then dip it in the fine sugar.
Being careful not to drip on the sugar ring, fill the glass about
three-quarters full with your choice of fine “camping grade”
champagne or sparkling wine (our favorite is Korbel® Natural
or Chandon® Brut, whichever is on sale!).
Then, add about a half a jigger of Bols® Blue Curaçao
Liqueur (or, DeKuyper® brand). It will mostly fall to the
bottom of the glass, leaving the top of the glass a lighter blue
than the bottom. You can stir if you wish—but we don’t.

houR
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Story and photos by Daisy Welch

Report from the
Texas Tundra.
This is to let you know that even those wdcuers
that are on the road are not getting off easy!
On Dec 4, I left the Richmond, VA area and headed for
Natural Bridge. That night, we got 2" of snow.
So, I ran for TN, and had rain and mid 30’s for temperatures which made me bag my plans to drive the Natchez
Trace and head for warmth.Texas ought to be OK right?
Thinking wide open spaces? Cactus in the hot sun?
So, I zoomed to Hillsboro, TX, where the North Texas Airstream Community is. Here
you can buy a lot with full hook-up or a “villa,” a metal building with at least shelter from
the sun with full hook-ups for your trailer and in some cases a two story apartment built
into it. Down on the west side, there are actual houses with a big carport for the trailer or
motor home. A friend, Tony Turner, has a villa here and a guest lot so I parked myself to
wait for news of work at Big Bend National Park.
On Christmas Eve there was about half-inch of snow, very festive. With temperatures
in the low 30’s at night, I figured it was OK, not great, but OK. Then came the week of
Jan. 4—lows in the teens at night, a howling wind and some days not above freezing. Yikes!
Here’s what I did to survive.
The water line has a heat cable on it with a jacket of gray foam tubing that goes
through a big car washing sponge into the ground water source. So far that has worked,
no need to leave a faucet dripping. I did fill up the on board water tank just in case.
The stove vent is shut tight with a dish towel stuffed into it. The door has an extra
foam strip to better meet the rubber weather stripping.
The windows that don’t get sun have their sheet of silver bubble insulation inside the
window, plus in the vista view windows at night.
There are two light bulbs, one under the sink where the water pump lives, and one
in the aft cabinet where the water comes in.
During the day, a small electric heater and the catalytic heater are enough, and with
good sun, I can actually turn them off.
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Travelin’

At night, watching a thermometer in the dangerous
place where the pipes go under the floor in the belly
pan, I realized I had to run the furnace to get the hot
air down there though the special ducts for that. I’m
not used to sleeping with the furnace coming on and
off, and it slurps propane like a muscle car, but fixing
those copper pipes would be tiresome and expensive.
The only wrinkle was the sewer line. My theory is
that if the sewer slinky is drained, there is nothing to
freeze. So, I went out and made sure all water was down
in the hole before bed. Then I got a little panicky about
the water and decided to let a faucet drip. As you might
guess, since my sewer line was not a straight downhill
run from trailer to hole, the drips froze it solid. And
of course, the next morning at 16 degrees, I needed to
dump the black tank (note that my 1973 has no gray tank).
That’s when I found the whole line frozen solid, and
even worse, the older section just disintegrated at the
slightest touch. Good thing I didn’t just open the valve!
I took off the newer half, ice and all, and put it in a
garbage bag and set it in the shower with the little
heater on it. Three hours later the glacier inside was
gone, and I did dump.
Now the shortened sewer line is a proper gravity
run, and with the night temps down to 14 degrees,
no ice anywhere. Since, long ago, I got rid of the black
plastic centipede that is designed to hold the sewer
pipe, the leveling solution consists of a number of
colorful objects, including a blue boy, a plastic crate,
Lynx levelers, an oak stick and lots of wire ties–I was
thinking I would probably get fined by the tidy site police.
It is now January 9, and it is supposed to be the
last of the sub-20’s nighttime temps for a while. As I
think of anyone who is in Florida right now and facing
nearly the same frozen nights, I thought I would share
my “Nanook of the North” adventure.
Oh, and as of this story writing, no word on
the job—I was thinking that I might have to hatch
a Plan B.



Road Tales

Story by Judy Justice

My Journey to
Gillette...
began in 1962. I had the opportunity to visit the
WBCCI’s International Rally at the Seattle World’s Fair in
1962 for just a few hours. The rally was held in my hometown of Auburn, Washington. Through a series of events
as a teenager I was hired to babysit the Wagon Master’s
grandchildren. The family was arranging airplane tickets
for the daughter and her children. She had delivered
a new baby earlier than was expected. She and the
children were going home early.

Best Trailer Tow Combo—Ken Faber

This event was logged into my memory and then life
moved on. My family had travel trailers...but. Yes, the but.
My parents had 5 children on a limited budget.
Airstreams were out of their financial reach. Yet, we all
enjoyed the many trips and travels in several other travel
trailers makes.
18 Years later (1980)
Years went by and my parents bought my husband
and me a 1960s Aristocrat 15' Travel Trailer. We were
moving to Minnesota so my husband could work on his
Master in Social Work degree. The trip was filled with
memories for our two boys and us. We traveled from
Washington State to Minnesota. On the trip we visited
Bozeman, Montana Hot Springs, Yellowstone National
Park and Mount Rushmore National Memorial. After we
arrived in Minnesota we sold the trailer and never
thought we would own one again.

Best Trailer Tow Combo—William and Lori Sander

47 years later (2009)
My husband and I were taking our grandson on one of
our weekly adventures to Cabela’s [he just loves
Cabela’s]. We came across a group of “Sisters on the
Fly”; some we learned owned Airstream trailers. They
were enthusiastic about their vintage travel trailers. All of
a sudden it was like a “light” went on. This concept was
just what would fit our hobbies. We are avid collectors.
The idea of a vintage trailer really appealed to us.
It was like a rush of events from that moment.
We learned of a vintage RV rally. We enjoyed walking
through about 100 trailers. A group of which were
Airstream and Argosy owners. At that point we decided

“
See

Journey,” on page 11.

Bill Scott Best Bambi—Ken Faber

Concours d’Elegance

Concours d’Elegance
The Concours D’Elegance has been a part of the VAC gathering at the WBCCI
International since the beginning of the Vintage Club in 1993. The Concours is a judged
event, much like a car show, open to all Airstreams or Argosys 25 years or older that are
registered for the WBCCI International Rally and are being used during the rally. The
Concours occurs during the VAC Open House. Participation in the open house and or the
Concours is optional of course. The goal of this article is to describe what the Concours is
and to encourage participation.
Several judges will visit your Airstream during the open house and judge your Airstream
according to set of guidelines or a judging sheet. We will use the same judging sheet that has
been used for the last 4 years. It was designed by Hunt Jones to open up the competition
to more entries and to set up an objective set of criteria for judging. The judges will not open
drawers, closets or compartments etc., but will examine all that can be readily seen on
the inside, outside and underside of your Airstream or Argosy. You will be asked to leave the
trailer during the judging so as to allow the judges to freely converse during the judging.
Judging criteria for all Airstreams and Argosys consists of a set of 20 detailed items
grouped into four categories. The four groups are: EXTERIOR, INTERIOR, UNDERCARRIAGE and an OVERVIEW.

AWARDS:
BUD COOPER BEST OF SHOW TROPHY
Named in honor of the VAC founder, Bud Cooper.
BEST TRAILER & TOW VEHICLE
For the best vintage trailer and vintage tow vehicle.
BILL SCOTT BEST BAMBI
Bill Scott was also instrumental in founding the VAC and had a Bambi.
BEST ENGINEERED FEATURE
For the best improvement to a vintage Airstream or Argosy
TROPHY PLAQUES will be awarded to each Airstream achieving the required point
total levels within each decade (30s, 40s, 50s, 60s, 70s, 80s) and for the Heritage
class. There are two tiers of competition: JUNIOR and SENIOR for each DECADE class.
Once an Airstream wins a JUNIOR level award it will advance to the SENIOR category
in the next year. Point totals required to be awarded a trophy plaque are:
JUNIOR/SENIOR:
PLATINUM 91-100 93-100
GOLD 81-90 85-92
SILVER 73-80 77-84
This allows multiple awards within the bands. Also it means you are competing more against
the judging sheet rather than someone else with a trailer in your decade since all coaches
achieving the point totals shown will win an award.

TIP If you plan on entering the Concours, take the sample judging sheet and evaluate your
Airstream before you get to the rally. (Can be found on at vintageairstreamclub.com). Be
objective. Then do what you can to improve the items on the judging sheet that you scored
low. For instance, if your trailer coupler, propane tanks and jack are rusty, then paint them just
before the rally. Or if your belly pan is detached in several places, get out the rivet gun and
reattach it. Do what you can to get additional points. Most points lost are typically in the
undercarriage area, the tongue and rear bumper area.

vintageairstreamclub.com

Concours d’Elegance
and Open House
Sunday, June 27th
1-4 p.m.
Vintage Parking Area

So what is a “Concours d’Elegance?”
Wikipedia states: A Concours
d’Elegance (from French meaning a
competition of elegance) dates back to
17th Century French aristocracy, who
paraded horse-drawn carriages in the
parks of Paris during summer weekends
and holidays. Over time, carriages
became horseless and the gatherings
became a competition among automobile
owners to be judged on the appearance
of their automobiles.
The Vintage Airstream club has
taken it one step farther...we substitute
the automobile with vintage Airsream
and Argosy travel trailers and motorhomes.
There are different schools of
thought as to the expected condition of
the Airstream. One thought is that the
unit should be preserved in the original
“designed and manufactured” condition,
while others feel that judging should
be based on general condition with either
new and modern materials and
components, original equipment or a
combination of both. Keeping with
Wally’s lasting creed “Let’s not make
changes—let’s make only improvements!,”
the VAC has opted to judge all units
“as is” without a requirement for
originality. That being said, all units are
welcome and encouraged to enter.

Vintage Advantage
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Vintage is New

Story by Tim Kendziorski
Photos by Paula Pole and Uwe Salwender

Throwing in the towel:
SOMETIMES YOU JUST HAVE TO LET A PRO HANDLE IT.

H

ave you ever heard this one
before? Wife is into vintage,
husband is into new. Wife
buys a vintage Airstream on
eBay and the trips are planned.
Well, this is the case for Paula
and Ed Poll, but with a twist...
After acquiring a 1969, 27-foot
Overlander, their Airstream
trailer odyssey is only beginning...

The previous owner had taken good care of the trailer
and most of it was in original condition. But, the Polls
were faced with the usual vintage repairs—a dump valve,
a new set of axles, new Cherry wood flooring, etc. Around
this same discovery time, they started going to rallies.
Although they knew nothing about Airstreaming they
jumped in with both feet. But, nothing could prepare
them for what happened next.
On a trip to Death Valley they were sideswiped by
an Econoline van. The damage didn’t appear great—a little
torn skin and a back bunk pushed in. No problem, push
the bunk back in place and continue on the trip...right?

10
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After arriving home and with a closer look, the
damage was found to be greater than originally thought.
The trailer had a broken ribs, it was totaled.
Now, with insurance claim funds in hand, the Polls
were in the market for a new trailer, but this time they
had a little help from a friend, Uwe Salwender of Area 63
Productions. With Uwe’s help, they picked out a 1968,
28-foot Ambassador that was in excellent shape on the
outside, but trashed on the inside. It had the floor plan
they wanted and was lighter so it was perfect for towing.
The Polls were not ready to take on a restoration project
so they hired Uwe to tackle the job.
18 months later the Polls had their new, fully-renovated
trailer. It had everything they could have wanted, including
remote-operated stabilizer jacks and an entirely new
subfloor. No expense was spared. With the project
complete, the Polls now have a trailer that satisfies the
Vintage that Paula wanted, yet is new enough inside to
keep Ed happy. As Paula says, “It’s a new trailer in an
old skin.”
Paula says that a renovation like this is not for the
faint of heart. “Uwe’s work is very good, he is a master
craftsman,” Paula says. “It has been a life adventure.”
You can look for the Polls trailer in an upcoming issue
of LA magazine.
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Vintage is New

Road Tales

CURBSIDE BATH.

STORAGE ABOVE AND
BELOW THE BEDS.

THE LARGE DOOR ABOVE THE
REFRIGERATOR HIDES AUDIO
EQUIPMENT.

CURBSIDE KITCHEN...
SHINY!

Journey, cont. from page 8.
we wanted an Argosy trailer. At home we started
looking at Craig’s List and sure enough found just what
we wanted—a 1978, 27' Argosy travel trailer.
From there we joined the WBCCI [#3868],
the Washington Unit and the Vintage Airstream Club.
The members at the WA Land Yacht Harbor and
Washington Unit have been more than helpful. We
store the trailer there because our Home Owners Assn.
does not allow us to keep it on the property for more
than 48 hours at a time. The advantage has been
we are visiting the WA Land Yacht Harbor and meeting
WBCCI members on a regular basis.
48 Years Later (2010)
Gillette, Wyoming was a given from the moment we
joined WBCCI. We were among the first 100 to sign up.
Life is fun. 30 years from the time we took our other
trailer to Minnesota we will be driving on a similar path.
We plan to stop in Bozeman, Montana at the Hot
Springs, skip Yellowstone Park and head for Gillette
and the WBCCI International Rally. While in the area
we plan to revisit Mount Rushmore National Memorial.

30 years from the first
time we took our “other
brand” trailer...we will be
driving a similar path...
At this point we are still updating the Argosy. Jesse,
my husband is sanding and prepping for the painting.
I am making curtains. The trailer came into our lives
at just the right time. Jesse retired this year and we are
beginning a new phase of life at 44 years of marriage.
The goal is to enjoy this trailer during the summer
locally with the club, our children and grandchild. Then
in the winter wander south to follow the sunshine.
We will be in the “Vintage” section of the rally. This
is meeting one of our new “bucket lists items”! I would
have never thought we would have the fun of being
WBCCI members. This time I will not be at the rally for
a few hours but for days! See you in Gillette!



(Judy and Jesse will have vintage and theme based fabrics and project kits
for sale at the Swap Meet. They are proud owners of a 1978 27’ Argosy.)

Our 1st International Journey

Story and photos by Dori Stowell

A FO SNOITCELFER
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Our 1st International Journey

FIRST TIMER.

A

As we finally were able to load up our 1963 Ambassador, instead of fixing it, we could feel the excitement
building for our very first International Rally. This would be my first time towing the Ambassador anywhere, and I was nervous and excited. The kids could hardly control themselves as they got all their things
together. Every time I turned around the two year old was in her swimsuit ready to go to the Dells (A trip
for the youth that did not occur until Friday, July 3rd!) David was worried about what may go wrong with
all of the vehicles in our 11-day adventure. Even the dog tried to load up in the truck a day early!
As we rolled out in our mini caravan, we had high hopes for this rally. Our excitement got even higher
as we pulled in to the Jefferson Fairgrounds with the 60 or so other vintage Airstreams. Even a fire in our
12 Volt wiring at 6:20 the next morning would not detain us from joining in on the Vintage Parade into
the 2009 WBCCI International Rally.
We had done our research for this rally, but nothing could really prepare us for what International was
all about. I had even saved up my tears for the dreaded parking police screaming when I couldn’t get the
ball to line up on the painted dot! My dear husband did save us both the embarrassment, by taking over
when he saw that I may have to back in to our spot (if you went to the Fort McCoy rally, you would know
that Dave’s attempt to teach me backing up didn’t turn out so well). He jumped in my vehicle to park it
then ran back to park his own.
Once we got settled, registered and signed up for almost every contest and show we could possibly do,
we decided to just hang out in the Vintage area. This actually was the best thing that we could have done
the entire week. We came to International with high expectations of programs, shows, entertainment,
youth programming, the works and discovered what the true meaning of the WBCCI is: Wally’s Dream of
bringing people together and building relationships!

“Once we got settled, registered and signed up for almost
every contest and show we could possibly do, we decided
to just hang out in the Vintage area. This actually was
the best thing that we could have done the entire week.”

Our 1st International Journey

The best thing at International had to be meeting people from all walks of life. We met so many of the
people that you usually just read their articles in the Blue Beret, or hear on the Vintage Airstream Podcast.
Best of all, had to be the opportunity to hear “Pee Wee” (Dale) Schwamborn speak about his adventures on
the African caravan and his mother, Helen’s part in the early years of WBCCI during the Vintage Happy
Hour. To top the evening off, the vintage area was treated to a “drive-in” movie of the African Caravan
followed by more comments from Pee Wee! If you don’t already have the wandering bug, take a look at
what our founders have done in the past, with much less technology!
We began to develop (or should I say enhance) our need to be adventurous and see our United States,
every corner of it. Of course, we would love to see the world, but for now, we will pick the adventures that
are do-able. It’s not just about the travel though, it is about joining together with people you may not ever
have met to see where the road may take us together.
One of the many guests that we had in from the public stated it well, “I have never met a bunch of
people who are more willing to open the doors of their campers to share. In my whole life, I have never
met a Winnebago owner that would let me just see the inside of their trailer!” That’s us! We all open up
not only our trailers to show people the inside, but we share with them the passion that we have to see the
world and build relationships with others. We carry on Wally’s Dream!
What have you done to further Wally Byam’s dream lately? Have you gone on an adventure? (I’m not
talking about the local KOA with all the amenities either!) Have you caravanned with others to a new place,
even just one other trailer? Have you invited your friends to a rally? Have you shared the awesomeness of
owning an Airstream with another? I’m sure most of you have. You can’t help but to have the stars in your
eyes when you talk about Wally’s dream!
Although our first experience at International was not without it’s challenges. We experienced a fire,
two floods, and near winter-like weather on this adventure, but we gained so much more in friendships.
The people we have met will be friends we look forward to meeting down the road again someday, and will
definitely stay in touch with for years to come!
I will close with a quote from Pee Wee, “Keep the road straight, the sky clear, the glass full, good
friends, and the laughter loud!”



“Our first experience at International was not without
it’s challenges. We experienced a fire, two floods,
and near winter-like weather on this adventure, but
we gained so much more in friendships.”

Story by Joe Peplinski, VAC Historian #5533
Photos courtesy of the estate of Helen Byam Schwamborn,
unless otherwise noted

Big Red Numbers

Cape Town
to Cairo
Where Are They Now?
41 Airstreams, 14,307 Miles, 221 Days, Three Support Trucks,
106 Americans (ages 6–86), Jun 1959–Feb 1960

T

The 1959-60 Cape Town to Cairo (CT2C) Caravan is perhaps the most famous Airstream caravan
of all time, but it’s official name is a little less catchy: Caravan #20 – Africa Holy Land 1959-1960.
In his book Trailer Travel Here and Abroad, Wally Byam states that the 41 trailers that made up the
CT2C Caravan included one 16-footer, nineteen 22-footers, four 24-footers, fourteen 26-footers, and one 30-footer. If you’re counting, that’s 39 trailers. What were the
other two? My guess is that they were both 18-footers. Why? First, any
trailer longer than 26 feet needed special permission and the one
30-footer was modified for additional ground clearance, so a
28-footer is unlikely. Second, I have been trying to identify as
many of the CT2C trailers as I can from photos and I think I
may have identified two 18-footers. Finally, in 1959 and the
preceding few years, there were no other Airstream trailer
lengths being made.
As for the age of the trailers on the CT2C Caravan,
photo evidence suggests that the most common year was 1959
as would be expected, but 1957 and 1958 7-panel trailers were
also well represented. There were also at least 6 earlier 13-panels models and at least one of those had a whale tail. The 13-panel
trailers were likely all from 1954 through early 1957 and tending
toward 1956-57, because no Airstreams with vertical rear panels have yet
been observed and because more recent Airstreams would have had more amenities for extended
boondocking. Trailers from both the California and Ohio factories participated, although it is not
currently known how many of each were on the CT2C Caravan.

Big Red Numbers

The long
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So where are those 41 trailers now? Almost everyone knows that Wally Byam’s gold trailer is at the
Airstream factory in Jackson Center, but are there more survivors and if so where are they? My research
has identified possibly four surviving trailers to date and more are undoubtedly waiting to be discovered.
Let’s hope that few have been destroyed in accidents or sent to the scrap heap. Let’s also hope that few
were polished to the point of removing all identification before their provenance was rediscovered and
documented. Without further delay, let’s review what is known, suspected, and rumored about surviving
CT2C Airstreams...
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Big Red Numbers

#1
Trailer Year & Model:

1957, 22’ Tandem-Axle, World Traveler, Serial # TBD

Original Owners:

Wally & Stella Byam – Los Angeles, California

Current Owners:

Airstream Corporation, Jackson Center Ohio

I will not go into too much detail because this trailer
has been written about many times before, but I should
note that Wally and Stella used the gold trailer to
attend various rallies and caravans across the United
States for up to two years before the CT2C Caravan.
I’m sure part of that purpose was to advertise the
upcoming African caravan. During that time, the gold
trailer first sported flat top wheel well openings, but at
some time before the CT2C Caravan they were updated to the 1959 style that was peaked in the middle.
Wally’s trailer was also the only one on the CT2C
Caravan to have torsion axles and because it had far
fewer axle and spring problems than other trailers on
the caravan, these axles were made standard on all
Airstreams starting in 1961 and were required for all
trailers that participated in the 1963-64
Around the World Caravan.

After Wally, the gold trailer was retained by
Airstream for a number of years before it was sold to
Dale “Pee Wee” Schwamborn in 1969. Dale owned it
until 1977 at which time it was sold to another WBCCI
member. During the 1980s that owner severely modified
the trailer by adding rounded corner windows and
other details from then current Airstreams to “update”
the gold trailer. Photos from that period show the gold
trailer in a sad state of modification. Eventually, the
gold trailer was repurchased by Airstream and restored,
but Dale notes that the current floor plan has some
differences relative to the original. Many exterior
panels appear to have been replaced, the street side
window configuration differs from original, the wheel
well openings are flat topped once again, and it’s
on a new frame. How much of Wally’s Gold Airstream
“survives” from the trailer that went to Africa is
anybody’s guess, but its history is well known.

Fre d Co ldw ell

This is the one surviving trailer from the
CT2C Caravan that most people know
about. It is perhaps the most famous
Airstream ever made because of its original
owner, where it traveled, and the fact
that it is gold in color.

Big Red Numbers

#16 5
Trailer Year & Model:

1957 16’ Bubble, Serial # TBD

Original Owners:

Oscar & Etta Payne, Laramie, Wyoming

Current Owners:

Payne Family

After Wally himself, Oscar and Etta Payne
were some of the most well-known
Airstreamers on the CT2C Caravan. The
Paynes were frequent caravanners and their
personal travel history includes the following
caravans: #5 – Mexico West Coast Winter
1955, #8 – Europe Six Months 1956,
#16 – Mexico Winter 1958, #17 – Central
America Winter 1958, #20 – Africa Holy
Land 1959-60, #24 – Europe Summer 1960,
#30 – Western Canada Summer 1962,
#48 – Alaska Summer 1966, N8E – Scenic and
Historic West 1979, and C1 – China 1985.
Etta documented their travels in two books: Home
Was Never Like This—A Trailer’s Eye View of Europe
Today published in 1957 and Land Yachting to Central
America—A Trailer’s Eye View of Our Nearest Latin
Neighbors published in 1960. The Paynes were last
listed in the 1994 WBCCI Directory. Oscar passed away
in 1998 at age 103 and Etta in 2001 at age 99.

For res t Mc Clu re

Oscar & Etta Payne’s
’57, 7-panel Bubble
at the 1990 Antelope pictured
Rally.

Oscar & Etta Payn
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Photo evidence suggests that the Paynes had a
1955 13-panel 16-foot Bubble for their earliest trips
before upgrading to the 1957 7-panel 16-foot Bubble for
their later trips, including the CT2C Caravan. It is not
currently known if they used the 1957 Bubble for all of
their later Caravans, but they never sold it. For a long
time, the 1957 Bubble was stored at the Fountain of
Youth Trailer Park that they owned and ran in
Thermopolis, Wyoming. The one caravan we know they
did not use the 1957 Bubble for was the first China
Caravan in 1985 when Oscar was 91! Airstream provided
eleven new purpose-built Airstreams for the China caravanners to use.
Given the Payne’s impressive list of caravans, it
may be surprising to not see the 1963-64 Around the
World (ATW) Caravan listed. There is a good reason it
is not listed. After completion of the CT2C Caravan
and the 1960 European Caravan, the Paynes were part
of a 4 or 5 trailer group that was able to cross the Iron
Curtain and travel to Moscow in 1960, where their
Bubble can be seen in photos in front of the Kremlin.
They then continued on alone to India and the Far East
in 1961 as they scouted for the 1963 ATW caravan. That
long 1959 through 1961 overseas adventure combined
with their other travels means their 1957 Bubble may be
the most traveled Airstream ever! Their unique Bubble
highlights this fact as many of the trips they took are
listed on the front street side corner, including the
words “IND-FAR EAST ‘61” and “HAWAII 1961”. The
words “Around the World in 869 Days” also encircle the
painting of a globe. The route marked on the globe
shows that they indeed did go around the world, just in
the opposite direction from the 1963 ATW caravan.
One other distinguishing mark on their 1957 Bubble is
the image of the Wyoming “Bucking Bronco” painted on
both sides of the trailer. This feature can be seen in
some photos from the CT2C Caravan as well as in some
scenes in the CT2C movie.
So where is the trailer today? In 1998 it was photographed still at the Fountain of Youth Trailer Park in
Thermopolis, Wyoming, which at the time was still
owned by the Payne family. The park has since been
sold and renamed The Fountain of Youth RV Park and
the trailer moved to an undisclosed location. Given its
unique history, the Payne’s 1957 Bubble deserves to be
put in a museum some day.
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Big Red Numbers

#23 9 7
1959 22’ World Traveler, Serial # I229145

Original Owners:

Dr. Reginald & Dorothy Bigham, Delray Beach, Florida

Current Owners:

The Grand Daddy Hotel, Cape Town, South Africa

Website:

www.granddaddy.co.za/trailers-pleasantville.php

#2397 doesn’t have the extensive travel
history that #165 did, but it is a much rarer
model. It is a 22’ tandem axle World
Traveler, one of only nine World Travelers
known to have been made.
Besides Wally’s gold 1957 World Traveler, there were
four 22’ World Travelers made in 1958, three in 1959,
and one recently discovered single axle 1960 World
Traveler. Two 1959 World Travelers have been documented on RJ Dial’s Vintage Airstream Photo Archives
website for years. #2397 is the long sought third 1959
World Traveler! Mystery solved!
#2397 originally belonged to one of the five doctors
that participated in the CT2C Caravan, Dr. Reginald
and Dorothy Bigham. Given that #2397 was originally
assigned in 1959, it seems likely that the Bighams
bought this trailer specifically to participate in the
historic caravan. The Bighams were not alone in this
fact as an almost unbelievable 25 of the 41 trailers
on the CT2C Caravan were first timers, with eleven
of those having joined the club in 1959 and ten in 1958.
The Bighams are last listed in the 1964 WBCCI
Directory and are only listed as having participated on
one caravan: #20 – Africa Holy Land, 1959-60. They
are not even listed as having continued on to caravan
#24 – Europe Summer 1960, as did 21 of the original
41 CT2C Caravanners.
Thus it makes sense that #2397 could still be in
Africa. It is well documented that several caravanners
quit the caravan early to ship home. Only 35 headed
north from Nairobi, Kenya and only 29 of the original
41 trailers made it to camp below the Pyramids in Egypt,
so it is possible that several CT2C Airstreams may have
been sold in Africa rather than being shipped home.
Lillie Douglass notes in her book Cape Town to Cairo
that one caravan couple sold their entire rig in
Khartoum, Sudan. This is all interesting, but it took
Dale Schwamborn to piece the answer together for
#2397. Dale seemed to remember that one of the
CT2C Caravan doctors sold his trailer in Kenya to
actor William Holden who was in Africa on safari and
who founded the Mount Kenya Safari Club in 1959.
After looking through his mother Helen Byam

Schwamborn’s archives, Dale confirmed it was the
Bighams that sold their trailer to William Holden
because the other trailers that dropped out in Nairobi
were shipped back home. Thus #2397 can add the
distinction of once having belonged to actor William
Holden to its history. But how long William Holden
owned it and how it got from Kenya to its current
location in South Africa are still mysteries to be solved.
#2397 is not located just anywhere in Cape Town.
It actually sits on the roof of the Grand Daddy Hotel
where it is one of several Airstreams that can be rented
out by the night like the hotel’s other rooms. According
to Grand Daddy co-owner Jody Aufrichtig, this trailer
was found in a trailer park in South Africa, where is had
resided for many years. The trailer still sports its “2397”
above the front window. Each Airstream on the roof
of the Grand Daddy Hotel has been decorated in a different theme and given a name. #2397 is now known as
“Pleasantville.” It is probably the least customized of
the trailers on the hotel roof. The interior appears to
have received a coat of paint and new fabrics, but the
only other interior modification is that the refrigerator
has been removed. The stove still appears to be
original. The only obvious exterior modification is the
addition of a curb side awning. All in all, #2397 appears
to be in amazingly original condition 50 years after
the CT2C Caravan crossed Africa.
It’s kind of cool to think that this historic trailer is
still located on the continent in which it made history
and that it is being used in a way that can be enjoyed
by many people. At the current exchange rate, anyone
in Cape Town that wants to book a night in old #2397
can do so at rates that vary from $130 to $315 per night,
depending upon season and amenities selected.
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Big Red Numbers

#T B D
Trailer Year & Model:

1959 18' Globetrotter, Serial # 189016

Original Owners:

TBD

Current Owners:

The Grand Daddy Hotel, Cape Town, South Africa

Website:

www.granddaddy.co.za/trailers-pleasantville.php

Grand Daddy Hotel co-owner Jody
Aufrichtig, has indicated that he also has a
1959 18’ Globetrotter that he believes to be
from the CT2C Caravan.
This trailer was purchased from a farm on the South
Africa/Mozambique border, where it had been sitting
for years. Given the slim odds of a 1959 Airstream
being found in Africa that was not on the CT2C
Caravan, I am inclined to believe that this trailer is
actually from the CT2C Caravan, but I am awaiting
photos to try to confirm it’s original identity.
Jody indicates there are no Big Red Numbers
currently on the trailer, so positive identification may
be harder than for #2397. In any case, this 1959
Globetrotter has already been named “Yellow Birds”
and is being uniquely decorated, much like the
Airstreams on the roof of the Grand Daddy Hotel. It will
eventually be located in a new development called the
Mack Daddy, in Elgin, South Africa. At the Mack Daddy,
the trailers will be located in a park amid vineyards and
fruit orchards rather than on a hotel roof.
While waiting for photos of the Globetrotter,
I have been trying to identify trailers on the CT2C
Caravan that would have been 18-footers. Initially, I
thought this trailer might be #2420, which appears to be
an 18’ Globetrotter, but then I discovered that the
owners of that trailer, Herman and Harriett Schneider
continued on to participate in the 1960 European
Caravan. Also, #2420 has International trim level
badges, but the 1959 Globetrotter in South Africa does
not have the “I” prefix in the serial number that usually
signifies “International” trim. The only other CT2C
trailer that I have identified as possibly being an 18’
Globetrotter is #2186, which belonged to Nick and Ruth
Germann, but they also participated in the 1960
European Caravan and one fuzzy photo seems to show
their trailer in Europe.
So if Wally Byam’s account is correct that 39 of the
41 trailers were not 18-footers and both #2420 and
#2186 are 18-footers, we’ve got a problem. Of course,
Wally could have made a mistake, but I haven’t identified a third 18-footer yet. Trying to determine if there
was another 18-footer is tough, because I have not yet
run across photos of every trailer on the CT2C
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Caravan. Overall, I’ve found all but about six CT2C
trailers in one or more photos, but often there are not
enough details present in the photos to conclusively
identify the trailer’s length, model, and year. Thus the
existence of another CT2C 18-footer cannot be ruled out.
To look at this another way, it would seem that
those caravanners that shipped home early are more
likely to have sold their rigs in Africa than those that
completed the tour. This thought suggests that there
could be as many as a dozen trailers that may have
been sold in Africa. And if this idea has merit, the earlier
the caravanner quit the caravan, the closer they would
have been to South Africa and the more likely that
trailer may have made its way back to South Africa.
The first caravanners to drop out were #1604 Darwin
and Loretta Hamer of Detroit, MI. They left from
Albertsville, Belgian Congo and had their trailer transported by rail to Leopoldville on Africa’s west coast to
ship it home. There is no confirmation that it actually
made it on a ship, but the 1960 WBCCI Directory lists
#1604 Bruce and Adris Hamer of Maple City, MI with
credit for the CT2C Caravan, so one might suppose
that the trailer made it back home and was sold to a
family member.
Next to leave the CT2C Caravan were #2359,
Dr. Charles and Beatrice LaFrance who left from Goma,
Belgian Congo. The LaFrances are not listed in the 1960
Directory signaling that they did not renew in the club
and might very well have sold their trailer rather than
ship it home. The unfortunate thing is that I currently
have no photo evidence showing either the Hamer trailer
or the LaFrance trailer, so I do not know what year,
length, and model either had. The next four caravanners
dropped out at or by Nairobi, but according to Dale’s
information at least two of them shipped their rigs
home: #115, Dallas and Helen Calmes and #1042, Dr.
Loren and Loretta Miller. In this case, photo evidence
suggests both of these couples had trailers that were
22’ or longer and the Millers had a 13-panel trailer that
clearly was not a 1959 model. Another half dozen
caravanners did not make it to the Pyramids in Egypt,
but I have not yet been able to identify them, so that is
currently a dead end. The identity of the 1959
Globetrotter in Cape Town will remain a mystery until
photos of it are obtained and can be matched
to photos of other trailers from the CT2C Caravan.
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Big Red Numbers

Other CT2C Trailer R u m o r s

T

There are rumors of other surviving
trailers from the CT2C Caravan
waiting to be proved or disproved. The
first of these comes from Grand Daddy
Hotel co-owner Jody Aufrichtig, who
has heard of a third surviving trailer
from the CT2C Caravan that might
be in Johannesburg, South Africa, but
he has not had the time to conform
that rumor. He has also heard of
another Airstream in South Africa that
was stripped for parts about 15 years
ago, but I currently have no further
information about that one.
Closer to home, there was a message on the
Vintage Airstream List (VAL) mailing list in August
2005 quoting someone from the Revcon mailing list
that had seen a curious old Airstream on
Chokoloskee, Island in Florida. To date, I have been
unable to find out anything more about this trailer,
but the story is best told by quoting that message
from the VAL mailing list:
“...on Chokoloskee Island on the southwest Gulf coast of
Florida ...we happened upon an old, derelict-looking Airstream in
the backyard of a shuttered-up house...Hand-painted neatly on the
starboard-forward quarter panel in black letters, much faded
after years of exposure, I read “1959-60 Europe Africa Asia.”
Underneath that heading were several columns of countries visited
by this coach. I counted over 50 listed. The African countries were
so intriguing with names such as Bechuawana Land, Zululand,
No. Rhodesia, So. Rhodesia, Belgian Congo, Mozambique, Egypt,
Sudan, Morocco, etc. The list included the Middle East and Jordan,
Syria, Turkey and on and on. Most all of Europe was listed
including Lichtenstein, the Vatican, Scandinavia and the British
Isles. I wasn't able to make out the Asian countries...but, I did see
in very faded paint mention of a trip through the Pacific Northwest,
Canada, Alaska and the Maritime Provinces in 1962. I believe
that what I may have discovered here is one of the original coaches
that was part of Wally Byam's famous world caravan tour.”
Given the list of European countries mentioned, it would seem that this trailer also participated in the 1960 European Caravan. The 1962
references to Western Canada and Alaska could be a
personal trip, or they could be a reference to
Caravan 30 –Western Canada Summer 1962. The
only CT2C trailer that participated in both the
1960 Europe and 1962 Western Canada Caravans is

Oscar and Etta Payne’s #165 and that one is not in
Florida. There is only one other CT2C caravanner
that is listed for the 1962 Western Canada Caravan,
but they did not participate in the 1960 European
Caravan: #2279 Val and Mary Sutcliffe from
Boulder, Colorado. Thus I am lead to believe that
the Western Canada trip was most likely a personal
trip and the Florida trailer may be one of the
twenty-one CT2C trailers that also participated in
the 1960 European Caravan. Since any CT2C
caravanner could have moved to Florida after their
return home, and since I have not had time to
investigate this possibility, I will have to end
discussion of this rumor for now.
This brings me to a more recent rumor that may
or may not be related. Dale Schwamborn mentioned
to me that he recently heard of a trailer linked to
the CT2C Caravan. Dale can’t remember who he
heard that rumor from, but the details are as follows.
An early 1960s Airstream was recently discovered in
Florida that is too new to have actually been on
the CT2C Caravan, but it has a long list of African
countries painted on it. The theory is that one of
the CT2C caravanners bought a new trailer after
their return home and had the list of countries
painted on the new trailer. Dale believes that this
early 1960s trailer may have belonged to Don and
Genevieve Christie and that their name or #1986
may be visible on the trailer. Even if it is an early
1960s trailer that was not on the actual CT2C
Caravan this would be an interesting trailer to
research and document. Of course, depending upon
the knowledge of the person making the discovery,
a late 1950s Airstream could easily be mistaken for
an early 1960s Airstream so there is a chance the
trailer could actually be from the CT2C Caravan.
Another possibility is that this rumored trailer is
actually the same one reported on the VAL mailing
list back in August 2005.
The final rumored trailer I have to discuss was
posted on an online classified ad in 2004. I have a
printout of that old ad identifying the trailer as a
1956 Overlander and claiming it was on the 1959
African Caravan with Wally Byam. I suspect the trailer
may actually be an early 1957, 26' Overlander
because it had the combination of 13-panels, a whale
tail, and the California sloped wheel well openings.

Big Red Numbers

In any case, the trailer was for sale from Virginia
Rimple and daughter Vanessa Dillon. The area code
for the phone number in the ad suggested that the
trailer was located in western Washington state
at the time.
I next ran across this trailer in February 2006
when AirForums member Darol Ingalls mentioned it
to me in an email. At that time, a person named
Sadie Thompson was trying to sell the trailer for her
father. Her father was said to be the second owner
and the trailer was supposedly from the 1959 African
Caravan. Darol went to look at the trailer in Port
Angeles, WA and found it was in rough shape but he
did note several interesting modifications to the
frame that made him think it might be from the
CT2C Caravan. At the time of this second ad I did
some sleuthing trying to confirm if this trailer had
been on the 1959 CT2C Caravan as claimed. First
off, we checked to see if Virginia Rimple was a
WBCCI member and found #424 Ed and Lena
Rimple of Santa Clara, CA in the 1955 Membership
Directory, but not the 1960 Directory. We then
found a list of CT2C Caravan participants and
confirmed that the Rimples were not on that caravan.
Assuming that the Rimples were not the original
owner of the trailer, I checked all photos of the
CT2C Caravan that I had at the time (not many) and
found none that matched the rare details of this

ATW Trailer Update
Since the Summer 2009 issue of the Vintage
Advantage, trailer #6472, the white 1962
Ambassador Bunkhouse from the Around the World
Caravan, has changed hands. Literally a week before
the Cape to Cairo event, Bob Wotawa of Webster
Groves, MO drove to New Mexico to purchase
#6472. Bob immediately joined WBCCI was able to
obtain #6472 so that it could remain on the trailer. In
the spirit of adventure, he took it almost directly to the
Cape to Cairo event without even having time to check
it out thoroughly. Bob did see enough to give it the nick
name “Tar Baby” because of the amount of tar that has
been used to seal the roof of the trailer. It’s going to be
a big restoration project. If you wish to contact Bob
about his trailer, his email address is Xbob2@mac.com.
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trailer, including the 13-panels, whale tail, tandem
axle with California sloped wheel wells, single spare
tire on the rear bumper, and a fairly unusual
window configuration. Because of the condition and
no confirmed ties to the CT2C Caravan, Darol
and I passed on the trailer and I have heard no more
about it since then.
I later performed an Internet search and found
postings from both the VAL List and the Design
News websites, both dated 2000, with Vanessa Dillon
talking about this trailer. She said that her grandparents (assumed to be Ed and Lena Rimple) took it on
the African caravan. I now kick myself for not
downloading the photos of this trailer either time it
was for sale. All I have are tiny thumbnail photos of
it. Since becoming the VAC Historian, I have come
across more photos from the CT2C Caravan and
finally have one fuzzy CT2C photo that shows a trailer
that bears significant resemblance to the Rimple
trailer. This photo contains a 26' trailer that has
the same window configuration and wheel wells as the
Rimple trailer. The photo is not clear enough to
confirm if the trailer has 13-panels and a whale-tail,
but I think it might be. The one difference is two
spare tires mounted on the rear bumper rather than
one, but that could have easily been changed later.
Unfortunately, no WBCCI number is visible on the
trailer in the photo. My recent attempts to contact
Darol Ingalls*, Vanessa Dillon, and Sadie Thompson at
their old email addresses have all failed so any further
investigation about this trailer is stalled for now.
Let me close with acknowledgements and a
request. First, I wish to thank CT2C Caravan scout
Dale “Pee Wee” Schwamborn and the estate of his
mother Helen Byam Schwamborn for frequent and
significant assistance in researching the caravanners
and trailers discussed in this article as well as
providing many of the photos used. Second, I’d like
to also thank Dot Stengel at WBCCI headquarters
for repeatedly looking up information in old
Membership Directories for me. Lastly, I will ask
that if you have further information about any of
the trailers I mention or about any other trailers you
believe may have ties to the CT2C Caravan, please
contact me at historian@vintageairstreamclub.com
so that we can continue to build our knowledge
base about all trailers from the Cape Town to Cairo
Caravan. Thanks! 
*Upon completion of this article, I discovered a thread on AirForums
that annouced that Darol died on January 2nd, 2010: Please see
http://www.airforums.com/forums/f48/memorial-service-for-darolingalls-60043.html.
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Caravaning through History

the
Celebrating
African Caravan

Photos from top to bottom: From the Estate of Helen Byam Schwamborn; African Caravan Blog page; Susan Schwamborn

2009 marked the 50th Anniversary of the
1959-60 Cape Town to Cairo Caravan.
Interest in this historic event was high
both inside and outside the WBCCI and
VAC. A couple of vintage Airstream enthusiasts went so far as to organize events to
celebrate the golden anniversary of the
original African caravan even thought they
were not (yet) members of WBCCI and
the VAC. These events were organized in
a matter of months through the AirForums
on-line Airstream community, and were
held on successive weekends this past
September. Many VAC members attended
these events.

1959 African Caravan participants,
Ralph and Lillie Douglass.

The first of these celebrations was the
Cape to Cairo Rally and Caravan, held
September 11-13, 2009 in Cape Girardeau,
Missouri. This event was attended by Dale
“Pee Wee” Schwamborn, Wally’s cousin
and scout for the 1959 African caravan.
Participants began assembling in Shawnee
Park in Cape Girardeau on Thursday,
September 10th where they were able to
boondock that night. The following morning a caravan of 17 Airstream and Argosy
trailers made the trip from Cape
Girardeau to Cairo, IL and back, a round
trip of about 68 miles. The rest of the rally
was held in the Cape Camping & RV Park
in Cape Girardeau. Over half of the
Airstreams that participated in the caravan
were vintage and one was #6472 from the
real 1963-64 Around the World Caravan
(see sidebar).
The organizer of this event, Steve
Burrows, made sure everyone had a great
time. T-shirts, buttons, and stickers displaying the rally logo were available for
participants. Steve was able to get a variety of prizes donated that went to the rally
participants. He also arranged for local
press coverage and had professional
videographers follow the Caravan and visit
the rally. Resulting videos of the caravan
and of interviews with Pee Wee can be
found on AirForums and YouTube.
Reports from attendees clearly indicate
that this event was a blast, especially the
opportunity to spend time with Pee Wee
and listen to his stories.

The second of these celebrations was
the Airstreams in the Wilds Rally, held
September 18-20, 2009 at a facility called
The Wilds in Cumberland, Ohio. Lorrie
and I personally attended this rally and
Pee Wee was again a special guest sharing
his stories of the original African Caravan
and other of his “in the early days” observations. The draw of this rally, besides
time with Pee Wee, was the chance to dry
camp in the spirit of the original 1959
African caravan at a 10,000 acre facility
dedicated to the preservation of rare and
endangered animals from Africa and Asia.
This was the first time that The Wilds ever
allowed trailers and motorhomes to boondock on their property and they put us up
in a great secluded spot a couple of miles
up a two-track dirt road. When asked
about the bumps in that road, Pee Wee
said it was a highway compared to what
they drove over in Africa. Because of the
secluded location, the stars at night were
unbelievable.
Most people arrived Friday afternoon
and there was food waiting for them when
they arrived. On Saturday morning there
was a work project at The Wilds for those
that wanted to give back a little. The midday meal on Saturday was a big potluck
and no one went away hungry. We even
had a cake decorated with the Rally logo.
After lunch, many attendees took a guided
safari tour and saw many African animals
including camels, giraffes, wild dogs, cheetahs, oryx, rhinos, antelope, eland, and
zebras. That evening the entertainment
was a viewing of the film Cape Town to
Cairo. It is worthy to note that 12 of the
15 Airstreams that attended this event
qualified as vintage and almost half of the
attendees were VAC members! Everyone
had a grand time at the rally and there was
talk about “doing this again” next year.
Our thanks go out to Dan Bihary who
organized this event. For his next act,
Dan is in the process of joining WBCCI
and organizing a new Unit, the Northern
Ohio Virtual Airstream (NOVA) Unit.
Go Dan!
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Story and photos by Joe Peplinski, VAC Historian #5533

Cape Town to

F

For this African Caravan 50th anniver-

sary issue of the Vintage Advantage,
there could be no other book review
than Cape Town to Cairo by Lillie B.
Douglass. Lillie, who along with her
husband Ralph were veterans of several
Airstream caravans thankfully decided
to document their biggest adventure for
all Airstreamers to enjoy, all 221 days
and 14,307 miles of it, as shared by 41
Airstreams, three support trucks, and
106 Americans ranging in age from age
6 to 86. The Cape Town to Cairo
Caravan began in June, 1959, when
caravanners began congregating in
South Africa and it was scheduled to
end by Christmas. Due to the hardships
encountered, it ran behind schedule
and ended in Egypt in February 1960,
but it took quite a while longer to get
the book published. Cape Town to Cairo
was finally published in 1964 by The
Claxton Printers Ltd. of Caldwell,
Idaho.
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Cairo is both enjoyable and frustrating
to read. It’s interesting to read about late
1950s Africa and the
sights they saw. The
unfortunate part is
that Lillie repeatedly
goes out of her way to
refer to other caravanners without using
their names. In the
few instances when
Lillie mentions a caravanner by name, it is
almost always by first
or last name only, not
both together. Besides
Lillie’s husband Ralph (Douglass), the
only other caravanners mentioned by
name are Wally Byam (#1), “Gus” and
Nina Gustafson (#767), Paul and
“Cholly” Miller (#1409) and the scouts
Dale (Schwamborn) and Nick
(Charles). Most of the time she only
uses phrases like “the couple from
Philadelphia,” “the family with two
boys,” “the family with the longest trailer,” or the even more generic “our
friends” or “one caravan family.” When
one factors in knowledge of who participated on this caravan obtained from
other sources, it is sometimes possible
to determine who Lillie is talking about,
but so far I’ve only been able to specifically identify references to about a third
of the 41 families that participated in
the caravan. Similar nameless references
are often made about the caravan
scouts, photographer, and mechanic
although it is easy to figure out who she
is talking about in those cases. To remedy Lillie’s veiled references a little I will
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cite the WBCCI numbers and names in
parentheses for caravanner references in
the rest of this article.
But I’ve said too much about this
aspect of Cape Town to Cairo. Don’t let
Lillie’s writing style stop you from reading one of the great caravan books of all
time. The rest of the story is intriguing.
One quickly comes to realize that the
caravan ran during the African winter
months, so cold weather and rain were
more of an issue than heat. It is interesting to learn about what Africa was
like in the days of Apartheid, when the
races sometimes mingled, but were
often kept separate by law and when
racial and tribal clashes were just starting to intensify. We can only dream of
having the chance, like Lillie did, to
spend days camped in places like Kruger
National Park and Wankie Game
Reserve observing elephants, lions,
giraffes and other wildlife in their natural habitat and then listening to the
howls and roars at night while sleeping
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in a trailer in the very midst of all that
action. And what a highlight it must
have been to meet the King of Ethiopia,
Haile Selassie in his home and then
have him visit each of the caravanners in
their own trailers.
We learn bits and pieces about caravan life, too, like how various committees handled parking, mail, and butane
deliveries. We learn that it was not
uncommon in some parts of Africa for
different groups of trailers to take different routes, but in the dangerous
areas they all traveled together in close
caravan, sometimes with armed guards.
We hear that in some cities, the caravanners felt like fish in a fishbowl. They
had to keep their doors and windows
closed and blinds drawn to avoid the
faces peering in any opening. And this
is not to say that the caravanners weren’t
friendly. They gave tours of their trailers by the hundreds and they passed out
candy, pens, books and, in fact, any
available reading material to children
throughout Africa. We learn that this
band of traveling gypsies came to know
each other well and sort of became an

extended family, the children included.
Thirteen caravan families brought children with them and including the
scouts, Dale and Nick, there were 21
young people aged 6 to 21 on the caravan. These young people would sometime organize performances to present
to the rest of the caravan.
Throughout Cape Town to Cairo we
learn little facts about the participants
in this great adventure. Without naming
names, Lillie informs us that one couple (#608 Dr. Duncan and Alberta
Monroe) brought along a grand daughter
as a tutor for their own daughter,
who just happened to be the aunt of her
tutor. The tutor ended up teaching all
of the children on the caravan. We also
learn that one couple brought their
maid with them and hired a chauffer
during the caravan (#2359 Dr. Charles
and Beatrice LaFrance). Another
woman came with her children and
towed the trailer herself until her husband could get off work and join the
caravan at a later date (#2345 Mildred
and Alfred Frosch). One man brought a
“deaf-mute” adopted son and a three

legged dog (#2198 Lee Lincoln) and
another traveled alone and was the caravan Postmaster (#1199 Gene Ritchie). At
one point in the book we learn that one

couple (#985 William and Mary Lohof)
allowed their grandson to travel with
another family as they followed a different route to see different sights. What
was supposed to be a two day detour
lasted almost two agonizing weeks
without any communication due to bad
roads and broken equipment, but in the
end they were safely reunited. These are
just a few of the references I have pieced
together, sometimes with the help of
Dale “Pee Wee” Schwamborn.

Cape Town to Cairo also highlights
many the hardships of this adventure.
We hear about damaged trucks and
trailers, road building, health challenges, and the sometimes vocal caravan
meetings. It is interesting to note that
before the caravan left the relatively
good roads of South Africa for the
wilder parts of Africa, they were already
starting to experience truck and trailer
problems. More severe damage requiring
frequent welding repairs and tire,
spring, and axle replacements to both
trucks and trailers occurred frequently
as the caravan progressed into the
rougher sections of Africa. On many
occasions the needed
repairs caused delays
and even backtracking
to a previous city. At
one point, Wally pulled
his gold trailer on only
3 wheels after one fell
off and was lost. On
at least two occasions,
caravanners experienced fires, once in a
trailer and once in the
scout truck, but both
were saved due to quick
work with fire extinguishers. Trucks or trailers slid into
muddy ditches or deep ruts in the road
and had to be extracted with winches or
merely by human muscle power.
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Sometimes ruts and low spots had to be filled or bridges
rebuilt by hand so that the caravan could pass. On the
worst days this limited the progress to as little as 2 miles.
On one occasion, a large river was crossed by loading
trucks and trailers onto rickety rafts.
Several caravanners, including Lillie’s husband
Ralph, spent time in hospitals along the way or continued
traveling with the caravan while very ill. One caravanner
had a serious emergency operation performed by one of
the caravan doctors while in a remote area of Ethiopia.
But in the end they all made it home safely one way or
another. At several points, Lillie notes that the daily
caravan meetings got heated as future plans were
discussed and caravanners disagreed on when and where
to head next. Eventually, several caravanners chose to
ship home early, with one doing so from the Belgian
Congo before they were much more than half way to
Cairo. Others shipped home from Kenya or Ethiopia.
On one of the last legs of the journey the caravan split
up with some going slowly overland across the sand
and others opting to load their trailers on rail cars to
bypass the desert. In the end, 29 of the original 41
trailers and the three support trucks made it all the way
to camp in a wagon wheel formation below the great
pyramids of Egypt.
The book closes with several appendices. One lists
the spare parts and other supplies they carried with
them. Others provide historical details about some of
the countries they visited. Finally a daily mileage log and
list of mail stops are provided. It is all thoroughly
enjoyable. After reading Cape Town to Cairo you will
probably understand why VAC founder Bud Cooper used
to refer to this adventure as the “Caravan from Hell.”
So far I have not been able to determine the original
list price for Cape Town to Cairo. Currently, copies are
scarce, but can be occasionally found on eBay or from
various on-line book sellers. Expect to pay $50 or more
in most cases. Autographed copies can be found, but
are scarcer yet. And rarest of all are autographed copies
that belonged to actual caravan participants. Mine is
inscribed “To Adam and Helen MacKay who were also
there. With Best wishes, Lillie Bernard Douglass.” I got
lucky, having bought it with no disclosure that it was
signed, nor that it once belonged to African
caravanners #2209 Adam and Helen MacKay. And no,
it is not for sale at any price!
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Joe and Lorrie pictured in front of their
1963, 28' Ambassador.

B

eyond documenting the great caravans of the
past and increasing the VAC Library content, there
is so much more we can do together to document
Airstream and WBCCI history. Building upon
Fred Coldwell’s work, there are more vintage
Airstream models to be researched: 1969-1985+
Airstream trailers, 1970’s Argosy trailers and
motorhomes, and 1979-1985+ Airstream “classic”
motorhomes.
Here is my third request for help. If one of
these models is close to your heart, let me know
and we’ll see if we can start gathering information
to advance our knowledge about those Airstreams.
Better yet, if one of these topics is your passion,
even for a limited range of model years, offer to
help do the research. You could write up your
findings, or send the material to me and I’ll do the
writing. Researching and documenting the historic
caravans and also these classes of Airstreams is
far more than I can do alone. Working together
we can accomplish more. Please consider
volunteering to help.
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VAC Historian

Meet the New Historian, part deux(2)
s

hifting gears from historic caravans slightly...One of my other passions is
collecting books and articles about Airstreams and WBCCI. I plan to continue
the Vintage Reading Corner column and already have enough material for years
to come, but I still keep looking for new discoveries. I plan to eventually
consolidate all of the known books and magazine articles about Airstreams into
a comprehensive list and image gallery that will be posted on the VAC website.
If you know of any obscure books or periodicals that talk about Airstreams
and Airstream adventures, please tell me about them or better yet send
me scans. This is my second plea for help. I’m sure I will be working with
VAC Librarian, Forrest McClure, on this one.

Let me begin to close this article by saying that
beyond the above mentioned BIG topics, I think
it would be nice to research various other LITTLE
details. One such topic that currently has me
intrigued is the history of “Wedding Cake” tail
lamps. There are more than a half dozen different
types of Wedding Cake tail lamps ranging from the
original Bargman 99’s that were first used on
Airstreams in 1958 or 1959 to other types from
Reflect-O-Lite, Triangle, Trail Light, Autolamp,
and possibly other manufacturers that were used on
Airstreams as late as 1967. We may find that some
types were never been used on new Airstreams at all.
I’d like to document the details of each type of
Wedding Cake tail lamp, including the years they
were used on new Airstreams.
So, here is my fourth and final request for
help. If you think your Airstream has original
Wedding Cake Tail Lamps, send me the following
information:

■
■
■
■
■
■

Thanks,

Airstream year, model, and serial number
Lamp/lens manufacturer
All marking on the lens surface
Lens dimensions (diameter, height, etc.)
Lamp Internal configuration
(e.g. one bulb or two bulbs, bulb types, etc.)
Close up photos showing as much detail
of the lamp/lens and bulb socket(s) as possible

Joe

Joe Peplinski
VAC Historian
historian@vintageairstreamclub.com

How To

Story and photos by Jim Cooper

If it’s not broke?...Better Fix It .
We bought the “everything works” trailer, you know the one. It’s a ’67 Globe Trotter. The
refrigerator did work on electric, the only way it had ever been used. It didn’t control, it just
cooled, and it didn’t cool on gas. I managed to fix it and will share what I had to do along
with the troubleshooting process. This will be a good follow up to Michael Depraida’s article,
“Refer Madness,” in the Fall 2009 issue of Vintage Advantage. He discussed replacing the
cooling unit, and I’m going to cover everything else. Replacing the Cooling Unit is an expensive
proposition, so you want to be sure that nothing else is at fault before going down that path.
In my case I had to replace the gas and electric thermostats, and thoroughly clean the burner...
I chose to replace the gas lines and electrical wiring.

Gas and electric cooling in the refrigerator are basically the same. Each
provide a source of heat to warm
the percolation tube. The result is the
cooling of the refrigerator through
the evaporation and condensation of
ammonia all within the Cooling Unit.
The energy in electric current flow
causes a heater element to get hot and
heat the tube. Likewise, energy release
in burning gas heats the tube. Both
have a thermostat that senses temperature
in the refrigerator and stops the flow
when cool enough. There is a select
switch to choose cooling by gas or
electric. Gas must also have a safety
system to assure that it is turned off
if the flame is extinguished. It also
requires a pilot light or continuous
flame to ignite the full flow when
needed. Before repairing your
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refrigerator verify that both 120V AC
and gas is provided to the unit.
Some repairs don’t require removing the refrigerator, but if its been
in place for forty plus years, I suggest
removing it. You need to remove all
the mounting hardware, disconnect the
gas and electric lines, and pull the unit
out. It’s not very heavy. Remove the
door first if you can. In the ’67 trailer
there are plugs in the belly skin that
provides access to a bolts holding the
unit to the floor. Also, the refrigerator
is part of the cabinet structure. The
counter top will hang in the air after
the quarter inch side panel and
refrigerator are removed. Clamp a
support board to it.
My approach was to take pictures
of the outside of the refrigerator,
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identify parts that needed to be
replaced, and then remove all parts
except the cooling unit. I cleaned and
repainted the outside, and reinstalled
the parts—most were new replacements.
So, what’s the troubleshooting
process? Much of it can be done
before removing the unit, but you’ll
find yourself repeating steps as you go.
Start with the 120V AC electrical
cooling. Some refrigerator will only
have gas cooling, and some will also
have 12V DC cooling. You will need a
volt-ohm meter ($10 to $15) for these
steps. We will do the troubleshooting
with the unit unplugged, but heed the
WARNING: if you don’t understand

voltage and resistance measurements as
well as safety around AC voltage, don’t
proceed. Find a friend who does.
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1) Connect the common lead of the ohm meter to the hot blade of the
120V AC plug. This is the shorter of the two, on your left as you look at
the plug end.
The electrical cooling is powered by a heater element that heats the
same percolator tube as does the gas burner. This drives the cooling
unit. If the refrigerator cools on electricity the cooling unit is functional
and should work on gas too. A 150 watt heater is common. It will draw
1.25 amps from a 120V AC source, and will measure about 96 ohms. If
your frig doesn’t cool on electricity, it’s time to fix it. You have verified
the the receptacle in your trailer provides 120V AC, haven’t you?
2) Disconnect the two wires to the heater element. There should be a terminal block where they connect. Probe the hot wire. You may have to
guess which wire to probe.
Current flows from the plug through the select switch, the controller, and to the heater. If you didn’t read a short, close to zero ohms,
in Step 2, there is a break in the circuit. Assure that the Select switch is
on Electric. Rotate the Control knob. It may have been in the Off position. If you still don’t find a short, probe the Select switch. Does a short
come and go when the switch is toggled? Do you find a short to and
through the Controller? You are looking for where the circuit is open
on its path from the plug to the heater.

The wiring may be
over 40-years-old.
It’s not hard to
replace, and you
don’t want to
go through this
process again.

3) If you verify an electrical path to the heater, the heater measures between
50 and 150 ohms, and your frig doesn’t cool or control, check the capillary tube that runs from the Controller and into the back of the unit
behind the freezer compartment. In my trailer, I found the tube rubbed
through where it rested on a gas line and had to replaced the controller.
4) One final test will assure that the controller works. Pull the capillary
tube out of the frig and place it in a bucket of ice water. When adjusting
the controller knob you will find a spot where the controller turns on
and off. Remember, the controller is just a switch that opens or closes
depending on the temperature sensed at the end of the tube, just like
your heater thermostat.
I purchased new gas and electric controllers from rvmobile.com.
Their website has very good technical articles that provide more detail
than I have space for. They also have the best explanation of how the
cooling unit works.

If you have to change anything in
the electrical side, I suggest replacing
all the wiring. Sixteen gage is
adequate, it’s carrying less than 2
amps. The wiring may be over 40years-old. It’s not hard to replace,
and you don’t want to go through
this process again.
The gas side of your refrigerator is
more complex, but fundamentally the

same. Gas is supplied at full pressure
if cooling is needed. If not, enough
gas must still be supplied to keep the
flame burning. The gas controller or
thermostat has a capillary tube to sense
temperature. There is also a safety
valve with a thermocouple to detect
the gas flame. If the flame stops, the
valve shuts off so you don’t have
a gas leak into your trailer. In my

Dometic there is a filter between
the gas valve and the thermostat. In
addition, there is a baffle in the flue
or chimney. It must be there and in
the proper location. Heat rising
through the chimney is impeded by the
baffle at the location where it transfers
to the percolator tube. Lets work
through the process.

How To

1) There must be a gas supply to the Gas Valve. If you have access to a
manometer, the pressure should measure 11 inches of water column
throughout your trailer. Following the Gas Valve is a filter. I replaced
the filter with an assembly of fittings from the big box store. I assume
gas is cleaner now than in 1967, and I wasn't sure I could thoroughly
clean it.
2) Next is the thermostat. I found the capillary tube abraded through
from rubbing on the gas line, see picture. That necessitated replacing
the thermostat/tube combination. Be careful, the connection of the
capillary tube to the thermostat is very weak. I had to purchase a second
one after breaking the first at this connection.
3) Following the thermostat is the Safety Valve. This contains the button
you push while lighting the pilot, or flame. The flame heats the thermocouple, and until hot enough you have to hold the button down.
The tip of the thermocouple should be 1/8 inch from the center axis of
the burner and 5/16 inches above the top of the burner as per diagram
in Dometic manual.
4) After the Safety Valve there may be a pressure test point where a
manometer can be connected. If you change the gas line, plumb a test
point into the new line. At this location a manometer can measure how
the gas pressure at the burner changes when the thermostat asks for
cooling. The pressure should be 11 inches of water column. I did this
after the picture here was taken.

We have two 67s.
Our first is a
Trade Wind.
I replaced its
dysfunctional
refrigerator, and
in retrospect
I probably could
have repaired it.

5) Now we get to the burner. I removed mine, soaked it in carburetor
cleaner, and blew it out with compressed air. Do not poke anything
into the orifice. If you damage this part, it's not replaceable. This
cleaning along with a new thermostat fixed the gas side of my frig.
When the gas side is functioning correctly you can see and hear a dramatic difference in the flame when it switches to cooling. Try the ice
water test mentioned above.
I spent a lot of time working with the burner because there was a
flame, but it wouldn’t cool. I didn’t know what to look for. It was after
the second cleaning that I saw a difference between cool and idle.
In the picture of the flame you see an igniter to the left. It’s from a
BBQ and didn’t work. I’m going to look into using an Attwood Pilot
Re-Lighter to light the flame and keep it going when on the road.

Finally, before putting the
refrigerator back in the trailer
I tied the capillary tubes down
so that they won’t vibrate and
rub other parts. I also looked at
options for controlling dust.
You can’t seal off the floor vent
because it provides air flow
to cool the Cooling Unit.
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I did make every attempt to assure
that dust entering couldn’t get around
the frig or through the cabinetry into
the cabin.
We have two 67s. Our first
is a Trade Wind. I replaced its
dysfunctional refrigerator, and in
retrospect I probably could have

Vintage Advantage

repaired it. At least the new one
has a freezer compartment that holds
more than a ice tray. On the other
hand, I should have kept the burner
in the old frig. I know, never throw
away an Airstream part.
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Upcoming Events and Rallies
Save the Dates

VAC Region 10

B.C. Airshow Family Vintage Rally

VAC Region 11

10th Annual Rocky Mountain
Vintage Rally, Rocky Mountain VAC
Salida, CO
August 5—9, 2010
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Abbotsford International Airport, Abbotsford, B.C.
August 12—16, 2010
THIS IS A BUDDY RALLY—
WELCOME FRIENDS AND FAMILY
Co-hosted with the BC Unit. We have reserved 25 sites in
a section of the campground at the end of the runway for
the 51st Abbotsford Airshow. It will be dry camping for
the weekend and fresh water is available if you need to
top up your tank. Portable toilets are located in the campground area. For more information, please contact:
Iain Cameron #5418 imcameron@shaw.ca
Or 250-862-2670
President, B.C. Unit 121, Region 10 Representative
CALENDAR continued on Back Cover

2009-2010 VAC Representatives and Appointees
VAC Regional Representatives: (Your best source for local VAC information).

Appointed Positions:

Region 1:

Region 7:

ME/NH/VT/MA/RI/CT/NB/NS/NF/PEI/PQ
Wayne Moore (#15116)
wam52@yahoo.com
131 Castle Hill Rd.
Windham, NH 03087

W I/M N /N D /S D / M B
Curt Gunderson (#31920)
curgund@aol.com
88816 Wild Oak Loop
Kerrick, MN 55756

Paul Fancey (#6998) Concours d’Elegance Chair
concours@vintageairstreamclub.com
2224 E. Letts Rd., Midland, MI 48642

Region 2:

Region 8:

NY/NJ/PA/MD/DE/DC/ON
Paul Waddell (#1270)
balloon@rideair.com
552 Milldale Hollow Rd.
Front Royal, VA 22630

IA /M O /N E /K S
Martin and Rachel Hughey (#10212)
rhughey43@kc.rr.com
412 W. Insley Ave.
Bonner Springs, KS 66012

Region 3:

Region 9:

V A / N C / S C/G A /F L (except CT Zone)
George D James III (#5324)
mr.georgejam3@yahoo.com
348 Iotla St.
Franklin, NC 28734
828-524-8081

O K /T X (except MT Zone)
Pat McDowell (#1777)
pat_mcdwll@yahoo.com
PO Box 1323
Wimberley, TX 78676

Region 4:

MI/OH/WV
Ken Faber (#3113)
2550 Oaklane, SW
Wyoming, MI 49519
616-534-8282

M T /ID /W A /O R / A K / B C / A B / S K / Y K
Iain Cameron (#5418)
imcameron@shaw.ca
2805 Gospel Rd.
Kelowna BC V1Y 3K1, Canada
250-862-2670

Region 5:

Region 11:

IL/IN/KY
Jeff Elliott (#3132)
jelliott@illmo.com
1331 N 1709th Rd.
Streator, IL 61364
Region 6:

TN/AL/MS/AR/LA/FL (CT Zone portion)
Herb Spies (#1861)
spies@nwflorida.com
P.O. Box 844
Shalimar, FL 32579

Region 10:

W Y /C O/U T /A Z / N M / T X –
(portion in MT Zone) / M E X I C O
Chris Hildenbrand (#5812)
clhildenbrand@comcast.net
8888 W. 38th Ave.
Wheatridge, CO 80033
Region 12:

C A/N V
David Kirstien (#6542)
DVK@rmb-cpa.com
1361 Meridith Way
Carmichael, CA, 95608
916-717-3243

Lee Cantrell (#4241) VAC Membership Chair
membership@vintageairstreamclub.com
PO Box 25, Olsburg, KS 66520
Joe Peplinski (#5533) VAC Historian
historian@vintageairstreamclub.com
2355 Norton Rd., Rochester Hills, MI 48307
Kimber Moore (#11281) Vintage Advantage Editor
vaeditor@vintageairsteamclub.com
21640 Sazarac Rd., VC Highlands, NV 89521
Forrest McClure (#2671) VAC Librarian
librarian@vintageairstreamclub.com
13992 E. Marina Dr. #301, Aurora, CO 80014
Tim Kendziorski (#17330) Webmaster
webmaster@vintageairstreamclub.com
21640 Sazarac Rd., VC Highlands, NV 89521
Bill Kerfoot (#5223) VAC Quartermaster
wkerfoot@socal.rr.com
1773 Greengrove, Orange, CA 92865
Daisy Welch (#6517) Subscription Director
jtdjtd@tiac.net
3213 W. Main St. #117, Rapid City, SD 57702
Bob Herman (#8556) Blue Beret Editor
bbeditor@vintageairstreamclub.com
29129 Johnston Rd. # 13-10, Dade City, FL 33523

Colin Hyde (#10247) Technical Advisor
colinhydetrailerrestorations.com (518)578-7772
195 Jabez Allen Rd., Peru, NY 12972

VAC Logo Wear
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NEED SOMETHING?
HOW ABOUT A
PATCH, FLAG OR T-SHIRT?
The Vintage Airstream Club now has Baseball caps for $20, Adult t-shirts starting at $18, children’s t-shirts for $12 and Adult fleece
vests starting at $45. We also have flags: large ones (3x5) are $60 and a pennant (2x3) is $25. And of course, our new VAC decals are
here—first one free to members—additional ones are $2. Note: all colors are not available in all sizes. (Please contact Bill first for available colors.)
Baseball Cap - Price: $20 (Colors available: Putty, Navy and Light Blue); Size: One size fits most
Color:

Quantity:

@ $20

Adult T-shirt - Prices $18, ($20) XXL, ($21) XXXL (Colors: Light Gray and Light Blue); Sizes: L, XL, XXL, XXXL
Color:

Size:

Quantity:

If you wish to
purchase any of
these items, please
use this order form
and send it to:

@ $18

Children’s T-shirt - Price $12 (Colors available: Pink, Navy and Light Blue); Sizes: S, M, L and XL
Color:

Size:

Fleece Vest - Price $45, ($47) XXL, ($49) XXXL (Colors: Pink

Quantity:

@ $12

(women’s) and Light Blue);

Quantity:

@ $45

Large VAC Flag (3x5) - Price $70

Quantity:

@ $70

Bill Kerfoot
VAC Quartermaster
1773 Greengrove
Orange, CA 92865

Pennant VAC Flag (2x3) - Price $25

Quantity:

@ $25

or E-mail him at

Sizes: L, XL, XXL (men’s & women’s) and XXXL (men’s only)

Color:

Size:

Sub-Total:

$

Shipping - Priority Mail

$

VAC Official Decal - Price $2 each including postage

Quantity:

@ $2

VAC Official Patch - Price $4 each including postage

Quantity:

@ $4

Total enclosed:

wakerfoot@gmail.com
4.95

Make checks payable
to the
Vintage Airstream Club.
$

WBCCI#

Ordered by:
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VAC Membership
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Join the VAC and

get yours today!
MEMBERSHIP

APPLICATION

Note: The Vintage Airstream Club (VAC) is an Intra-Club of the Wally Byam Caravan Club International (WBCCI).
First join the WBCCI then join the VAC.

After receiving your WBCCI Membership Numbers—the “Big Red Numbers”—please fill out this application:
Date:

WBCCI No.:

Region No.:

Unit No. or Name:

●
or Member at Large: ●
New:

●

/ Renew:

Name:
Mailing Address:
City:

State:

Phone:

VINTAGE TRAILER INFORMATION:

Model:

Zip Code:

Country:

E-mail:

Year:

Length in feet (bumper to ball):

Serial Number:

Members of the VAC are members of the WBCCI that own or admire Airstream trailers and motorhomes
that are 25-years-old or more.
Make Checks Payable to the “Vintage Airstream Club.” Send this application along with your dues payment
of $20.00 (US) to: VAC Membership Chairman: Lee Cantrell (#4241) membership@vintageairstreamclub.com.
PO Box 25, Olsburg, KS 66520

PRESO RT E D
FIRST C L A S S
US POS TA G E

PAID

RENO, N V
PERMIT # 3 7 9

V I N T A G E
advantage
21640 Sazarac Rd.
V C Highlands, NV
89521

Forwarding Service
Requested

To encourage clubs and rallies that provide an endless source of friendships,
travel fun and personal expressions. — Wally Byam
Save the Dates

Upcoming Events and Rallies

53rd WBCCI International Rally 2010

2nd Annual Vintage Trailer Campout at

Vintage Rally Rendezvous and Parade

The Deming Logshow

Where: Cam-Plex Multi Events Center, Gillette. WY

Deming Logshow Grounds, east of Bellingham, WA:
3295 Cedarville Rd., off Hwy. 542 the Mt. Baker Hwy.

When: 06.25.2010—06.26.2010
Our Rendezvous will take place on the grounds of the
53rd Annual WBCCI International Rally. This year’s
International Rally is different. We are excited to be
hosted in a state-of-the-art facility offering full RV park
amenities. The WBCCI has designated a section within
the “Boxelder RV Park” exclusively for VAC parking. A
hospitality tent erected near our parking area will host
our gatherings and Happy Hours.
Our first official event will take place on Friday
June 25th at 6pm. We’ll gather in the tent near the
VAC Parking Area for our first “Happy Hour.”
Saturday June 26th is the Vintage Parade. Everyone
loves a parade and we want everyone to be part of it.
This is one of the Vintage Club’s most visible events. It’s
truly our chance to shine! We’ll start forming the line-up
at 8 a.m. at a location nearby the Vintage Parking area
(yet to be determined so check back here for updates).
The parade will commence at 10 a.m.
RSVP to Dallas Peak, MD, VAC 1st Vice-President,
E-mail: 1vp@vintageairstreamclub.com

August 19-21 2010
Camping available Monday the 16th. This is a campout only
with no organized events. Our motto is Make Your Own Fun!
This campout follows the WBCCI, BC Family Vintage Rally
at the Abbotsford Airshow. Many rigs will caravan from there
to Deming. There is no pre-registration, pay when you arrive.
Dry camping $10/night, electrical is $15/night.
Contact: Susan Measures at tessiebear@shaw.ca
http://www.demingloggingshow.com

3rd Annual

Burning Man Rally
Pre-assembly at Desert Rose RV Park in Fernley, NV
Black Rock City camping, Black Rock City, NV
August 29 through September 6, 2010
Pre-event gathering in Fernely and Caravan to event. When
the caravan arrives at the camping spot in Black Rock City the
group will park and set up camp. Can’t make the caravan? No
problem. Go to the AirForums Web page for more information.
Schedule of Events, Sign-up and RSVP:
http://www.airforums.com/forums/f288...0-a-59951.html
Participants must purchase event tickets separately.
Go to burninman.com.
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VAC Business

VAC Annual Report
to the International Board of Trustees
VAC Intra-Club 2009-2010

VAC Business

VAC 2nd Vice President Report—Submitted by Jim Cooper (#3056).
I served as Treasurer through the end of December in addition to 2nd VP. Before reporting activities of Chairman under 2nd VP leadership, I will highlight my activities:

The Vintage Airstream Club’s
Board of Directors for
2009/2010 was comprised
of the following:

■

Concluded his role as Treasurer, ending with the 2009 Financial Report and
an outgoing list of comments on the VAC financial situation.

■

Provided advise to the Webmaster regarding the structure and features of the
website, and setup the Treasurer's side of the on-line payment process.

■

Managed the Chairman in the positions reported below. Note, the Webmaster
and VA Editor will be leaving the WBCCI, and the process to deal with their
eventual replacement is started.

■

Authored an article on refrigerator repair for future publication in the VA.

■

Future and continuing activities:

President
Scott Scheuermann (#13497)
1st Vice President
Dallas Peak (#8481)
2nd Vice President
Jim Cooper (#3056)

■

Made contact with Berry Heckenswiller, the WBCCI 2nd VP, with
the intent of building a relationship before they both serve their terms
as president.

Treasurer
Pamela Peak (#8481)

■

Committed to developing an audit process to compare membership
numbers to membership income.

Recording Secretary
Sidra Spies (#1861)

■

Follow through with the current 3rd VP in responding to two chairman
leaving the WBCCI.

Immediate Past President
Herb Spies (#1861)

■

More articles planned for the VA.

3rd Vice President
Chris Hildenbrand (#5812)

Annual reports from positions under the leadership of the 2nd VP are integrated into this
document, and the individual reports are submitted as attachments. These positions report
to the 2nd VP:
■

Vintage Advantage Editor Kimber Moore

■

Blue Beret Editor Bob Herman

■

Librarian Forrest McClure

■

Subscriptions (VA) Daisy Welch

■

Webmaster Tim Kendziorski

■

Membership Lee Cantrell

■

Technical Advisor Colin Hyde

The Webmaster, Tim, completely rebuilt the VAC website from the bottom up, and
released it to the membership in December of 2009. It has new online features, including:
A Store, Membership, Join and Renewal options, and Membership Directory, where
members can edit their own information. One hundred members joined or renewed in the
Site’s first month. Also included on the website are a Repository of Documents, provided
by the Librarian, including past and current issues of the Vintage Advantage. In addition
to these use-as-needed functions, there are more active features: Classifieds, Rally
Calendar, and a Forum. Finally, there are when-needed capabilities like Online Voting and
Pop-up help Want Ads.
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Integrating Membership Data into the site, Managing Membership Status, and Automating Renewal Messages has been the biggest challenge. This will receive additional
work and careful monitoring during the upcoming renewal season. In the very near future
we need to finalize our site hosting strategy as a transition into a long term support mode.
Membership is now tied directly to the Website. Lee has survived a dual learning
curve of being the chairman and mastering the website interface for online join and renewal. The online system has caused the most front end work, but will reduce the ongoing
effort. As of April 7th the VAC had 488 members and 219 non-renewed members. Renewal
notices had been sent. The cards were a work of art contributed by Kimber. Our newest
feature is the weekly new member data that Lee receives from the WBCCI (Deb Mann).
From this data he sends VAC Membership Invites to new WBCCI members with vintage
trailers.
The Librarian, Forrest, has uploaded 4 GBs of scanned material to the website server,
and it will soon be available on the site. These materials include catalogs, brochures,
manuals, etc. They are all available to the membership through the librarian and soon the
website. This is a membership benefit. In addition, Forrest has freelanced Airstream
related articles to publications including Airstream Life. He has also worked for four years
and with Airstream Life to republish Wally Byam’s books “Fifth Avenue On Wheels” and
“Trailer Travel here and Abroad.” They are now a single volume, “The Byam Books,” paperback, Church Street Publishing, Inc.
Daisy, the Subscription Chairman, reports no Vintage Advantage subscription through
her in the last year and recommends discontinuing the position. Subscription accounts
without VAC membership can be implemented through the website. Daisy also expresses
concern about the members without Internet access and offers to take on a system to keep
in touch with them through regular mail.
The VAC Technical Advisor, Colin, has participated in many rallies presenting
seminars, and is currently authoring an article for the Vintage Advantage with more
planned. He is a “panel pro” on the Vintage Airstream Podcast, and works closely with
Vintage Trailer Supply in the development of replacement parts for our trailers. Colin’s
advise is available to the membership through www.colinhydetrailerrestorations.com or
(518)578-7772.
The Vintage Advantage, edited by Kimber, has been produced in several outstanding
editions at increasingly lower publication costs. Kimber has also been a contributer of the
graphics seen on the website and membership mailings. We expect Spring, Summer and
Fall editions of the VA. As you would expect, solicitation of content is a big time consumer
on top of the mechanics of editing and publication.
Bob, the Blue Beret editor, continues to publish rally notices as they are submitted.
Submitted by,
Jim Cooper
VAC 2nd VP
23 April 2010

vintageairstreamclub.com
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VAC Committee Reports 2008-2009
VaC Treasurer—Submitted by Jim Cooper (#3056). Treasurer on 9 January 2010
The VAC had a good year ending with $19,060 in the bank and a $755 liability. We gained $5020 over the calender year.
Income was $2515 higher than 2008 as a result of increased membership dues. Expenses were $9138 less than 2008 because less merchandise was purchased and the cost of the VA was reduced.
Paying dues and selling merchandise online was a major feature added to our website. We now have a Paypal account from which we transfer online receipts to the bank account. Over one hundred members took advantage of online dues in the first month. There is a cost, Paypal keeps $0.88 of every $20 dues payment.
Pamela Peak is now the treasurer and has an account opened at Chase. I will soon close the USBank account and
deposit all funds in the Chase account.
I have found the Treasurer position to be a great job, and now I'm off to 2nd VP stuff.

VAC Financial Report to Date: 9-Jan-10
2008

2009 Calendar Year
Q1
Q2
Q3

Q4

YTD

08 to 09
Delta

Income
Previous Yr Balance

$ 15,716

Uncategorized
Airstream Life
Membership
Merchandise
Vintage Advantage

$
$
$
$
$

Sub Total

0
0
9,220
4,607
340

$ 115
$ 5,755

$ 14,167

$ 5,910

$ 44

$ 4,180
$ 499

$ 1,359
$ 1,799

$ 2,471
$ 305

$ 4,794

$ 3,158

$ 2,820

$ 155

$
$
$
$
$

159
0
13,765
2,603
155

$ 16,682

$
$
$
–$
–$

159
0
4,545
2,004
185

$ 2,515

Expenses
Uncategorized
Airstream Life
Membership
Merchandise
Vintage Advantage
Bank Charges
Business OP
International-Last
International-Current
Website
Librarian

Sub Total

–
–
–
–
–

–
–

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0
547
20
7,724
9,550
61
30
0
1,856
1,073

– $ 114

– $ 758
– $ 20

– $ 56

–
–
–
–

$
$
$
$

1,038
2,201
24
251

–
–
–
–

$
$
$
$

1,960
749
9
59

– $ 64

– $ 1,000 – $ 476
– $ 167
$ 20

– $ 20,800 – $ 834

– $ 4,514

– $ 3,534

Total

– $ 6,633

$ 5,076

$ 280

Begin Balance
End Balance
Gain/Loss
Liabilities

$ 15,716
$ 14,040
– $ 6,633

$ 14,040
$ 19,116
$ 5,076

$ 19,116
$ 19,396
$ 19,396 $ 19,020
$ 280
– $ 376

VA postage**

$ 0

$ 0

Total

$ 0

$ 0

$ 0

$ 7,005
$ 21,085

$ 7,005
$ 12,081

$ 8,631
$ 8,911

Assets
Cash-Liabilities+Assets

– $ 729
– $ 1967

– $ 376

– $ 2,780

–$
$
$
–$
–$
–$
–$
$
–$
–$
–$

114
0
0
3,727
5,675
53
374
0
1,476
223
20

–$
$
$
$
$
$
–$
$
$
$
–$

114
547
20
3,997
3,875
8
404
0
380
850
20

– $ 11,662

$ 9,138

$ 40

$ 5,020

$ 11,653

$ 19,020
$ 19,060
$ 40

$ 19,060
$ 5,020

$ 755
$ 0
*
– $ 376

$ 755

$ 755

$ 11,112
$ 11,907

$ 11,112
$ 30,927

$ 4,107
$ 9,842

*Inventory unknown at time of report.
** Reimbursement for VA postage to be paid in Jan 2010.
Note: $5,000 transferred from USBank account to Chase account not shown here. It is still VAC funds.
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VAC Librarian—Submitted by Forrest McClure (#2671)

The Vintage Airstream Club Library was created to collect, preserve and consolidate
vintage AIRSTREAM documents for the benefit of VAC members.
Library documents continue to be cataloged and scanned. One benefit of membership
is access to the VAC library of sales brochures, owner’s manuals, appliance instructions,
etc. All of these items are free electronically just for the price of membership.
Nearly 4 GB of new library items have been uploaded to a server (ftp.archnevada.com)
as designated by the VAC Webmaster, Tim Kendziorski, for transfer to the VAC Website
at a date TBA. Included are videos and vintage caravan movies, as well as manuals,
appliance instructions, sales brochures, etc.
Presently, items are routinely sent on request to members via E-mail within one
business day. Items over 10 MB are uploaded to a YouSendIt.com account for download
by the requesting member. It is hoped that eventually, all items will be downloadable
solely from the VAC Website.
EXPENSES TO DATE
Dae

Detail

Amount

7/1/09

Library annual budget

9/11/09
9/12/09
11/14/09
3/10/10

SDHC flashcard 16 GB–purchase
Postage to send flashcard to VAC Webmaster
1961 Airstream Sales Brochure–purchase
1966 Airstream report to stockholders–purchase

–$
–$
–$
–$

29.99
4.23
19.99
6.20

Budget
Balance
$ 500.00
$
$
$
$

470.01
465.78
445.79
439.59

To request a card catalog or to ask for specific items send an e-mail to
forrest@airstreamlife.com, or send a letter or postcard to:
Forrest McClure
VAC Librarian
13992 E. Marina Dr. #301
Aurora, CO 80014
In addition, the librarian, freelancing, has had Airstream related articles published in
Airstream Life Magazine – Fall 2009, Synchronized Sleeping; Winter 2009, Stella’s Ideal;
Spring 2010, The “Build It Yourself” Airstream – and in the Winter 2009/2010 Modern In
Denver magazine, Go Airstream. In cooperation with Airstream Life Magazine the librarian
played an important role in the republication of Wally Byam’s books, “Fifth Avenue On
Wheels” and “Trailer Travel Here and Abroad,” available now in a single volume,
“The Byam Books,” paperback, Church Street Publishing, Inc.
Forrest

vintageairstreamclub.com
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VAC Technical Advisor—Submitted by Colin Hyde (#10247)

Over the past few years I have attended numerous rallies and presented many seminars
on vintage Airstream ownership and restoration. While at these rallies, I also did
inspections and assessments on member’s personal trailers.
I have worked very closely with Steve Hingtgen of Vintage Trailer Supply in the
development and production of replacement parts for all eras of vintage Airstreams.
As I own a small Airstream Restoration shop, I have intimate knowledge and access to
many models & eras of trailers, which helps to determine what works best on each one. I
have prototyped and tested many of his products before he brings them to market.
I have also been a “panel pro” on The Vintage Airstream Podcast, www.thevap.com,
for almost five years, which has given the vintage Airstream community access to technical
help on a very regular basis.
I am in the process of writing an article for the Vintage Advantage and plan to be a
regular contributor in the future.
I am also available via email colin@colinhydetrailerrestorations.com or by phone at
(518)578-7772 for technical questions. For more involved issues, I am available on a
consultant basis as well.
Thanks very much,
Colin

VAC Subscriptions (VA)—Submitted by Daisy Welch (#6517)

The Subscriber portion of the VAC is practically non-existent. I have had no renewals
for 2010, as the Vintage Advantage does not come out often enough to warrant the
$20. So there is no reason to continue the position.
For the future, as the website becomes more and more the focus of the club, and
more and more useful information is available there, we might consider allowing a way
for vintage Airstream enthusiasts to pay for access without joining the WBCCI.
I do have one other thought, which is that we are cutting out access to a number
of people who don’t have or don’t chose to use, internet access. For those of us who
have used this and live by it, it’s hard to imagine that, but by some estimates about
1/3 of the WBCCI does not use the Internet, (or at any rate does not give an email
address) That’s a lot higher than I would have thought.
If you would like to create a snail mail system for those people, I would be happy
to take it on. I see this as a one sheet newsletter, possibly even a dense postcard
with rally information on it or other timely stuff, but no articles or photos.
Daisy
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VAC Membership Chair—Submitted by Lee Cantrell (#4241)

Since taking over the membership chair position in January of 2010 I have had a big
learning curve. The past membership chair Tim Kendziorski has been very helpful in
training me and by retaining some of the duties of the position. I have been keeping the
membership list and verifying that VAC members are members of the WBCCI. Tim has
been sending out new member packets and the renewal cards. One big change for
membership was the implementation of using Paypal to join the VAC and or sign up for
only the VAC newsletter. I had difficulties finding out who had joined the club using
Paypal. Tim and I have been working with terminology for describing who are members
of the website or members of the club. Tim has set up the website so I would get
direct messages for who has used Paypal; at this point, for some reason, I am not getting
the new members using Paypal email. I have set up another email account that
hopefully will take care of the problem.
Each week I get a report from Deb Mann of the WBCCI on all new WBCCI
members. That information is used for verification of our VAC members and to send out
either emails or regular mail notices to people that would be eligible to join the
VAC because of the age of their Airstream. That has helped sign up new members.
Tim sent out membership reminder renewal cards to approximately 298 members
that hadn’t renewed by March 2, 2010. As of Wednesday, April 7, 2010 we have renewed
79 members from the card mailing which means we have 219 members not renewed.
As of April 7, 2010 we have 476 paid up current members, 7 courtesy members and
5 honorary members giving a total of 488 members for 2010.
Lee

vintageairstreamclub.com
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VAC Webmaster—Submitted by Tim Kendziorski (#17330)

The VAC’s website is nearly complete. It is fully functional but changes are being made
as needs arise. The site is currently managed by 2nd VP, Jim Cooper, and 3rd VP,
Chris Hildenbrand, but it is the member’s website. In that light, suggestions are taken
graciously, discussed and implemented as appropriate.
The new website features a forums, online store for members to purchase VAC
products, a document repository that is slowly being populated with new documents as
they become available, online newsletter, online joining and renewals for members and
subscribers and more. Hopefully it provides the VAC with all of the services it desires
for its members and where it does not, we are ready to incorporate its new needs.
The process of incorporating the members into the website was a fairly complicated and labor intensive one. Basically all members had to be manually uploaded to
the site, complete with their membership status – whether they had renewed or not.
This process did not go as smoothly as hoped with many members membership status
not properly being ascribed to them. This is largely due to the Membership Chair
duties being handed off to Lee Cantrell. While minor problems still exist in the
coordination between membership functions and web management we believe that
we are narrowing the gap and working better together as a team.
Our next hurtle together will be 2011 renewal season where automatically generated
email messages will be sent to notify the membership that it is time to renew. That
system must be tuned so the proper message goes out and is actually received by the
members at the appropriate time. Also, the hosting of the site will have to be
transitioned to a server that the VAC owns and manages itself as it is in the VAC’s
best interest that the site be 100% owned, controlled and managed by VAC members
and staff. Currently, the VAC’s site is hosted on my business account.
As a final note, Kimber and I will not be renewing in the WBCCI at the end of this
year. While we do find the VAC to be a well organized and managed group, and a
most excellent bunch of people, we struggle with the management of WBCCI and the
overall direction the parent club is taking. We have fully disclosed this fact to the
VAC leadership. In those discussions, we have expressed our desire to continue to be
a positive contributor to the VAC in our current capacities as Webmaster and
Newsletter Editor for the Vintage Advantage. The VAC already has our commitment
to them for as much as we are able to offer it to them. Personally, I have committed to
managing the VAC’s site because of the complexity and sheer number of features
involved with the site. The VAC is a great group and we will ensure that they will not
suffer from our decision to leave WBCCI.
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